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INTRODUCTION

In connection with the opinion of the Swedish

Military Staff concerning the planned sites

Tunaberg and Drodalen, the rock siting of nuclear

power plants was brought to the fore. Owing to this

the Central Operating Management (CDL) decided in

May 1973 that studies should be accomplished partly

on the need to site nuclear pov:er plants in rocks

and partly on the possibility from the construction

technical point of view. The first study will be

finished during the autumn 1974. The second study

has nov; been accomplished and the main results are

being presented in this report. The committee have

had in viev/ to study the possibility of siting

nuclear power plants in rock from a technical point

of viev/ and to estimate how large the additional

costs will be in comparison with above ground siting.

x)

The work has been pursued in a v/orking group with

chief engineer J Randers, CDL as chairman, The results

of the study have been dealt within a special managing

giuup. The nictnciyiny yioup has included Maiiayiiiy

Director E Sterne (chairman), Managing Director

0 Gimstedt, Chief Engineer T Nytån, Head of department

G Stattin, Lieutenant Colonel L-E Widman and

J Randers (secretary).

DESIGN OF WAR PROTECTED NUCLEAR POttER PLANTS

Nuclear pov/er plants can be war protected by diffe-

rent measures on the conventional above ground plants,

or by siting them underground in a pit or a rock

cavity (Enclosure 1).

x)

The different measures have different demands on

the rite and can thus influer.ee the location of

The other members of the working group were: Per
Almqvist, Evert Andersson, Ebhn Eorsgren, Tord Lircb'
and 2,or-: Monscn with P.oil" I,incir.kog , VL'U and CnuL
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the plants. They also affect contruction time and

will therefore put forward a demand on the date of

decision.

It has been necessary for the study to reduce the

variations to a minimum. The instructions for the

study therefore stated the condition that the plant

is a BWR unit v/ith 900 MW electrical output. This

is the kind of unit being used at the nuclear power

plant, Forsmark.

No previous studies on underground siting have been

able to contribute tc any large extent. The previous

studies have been or smaller plants with very diffe-

rent conditions compared to this.

2.1 Alternative designs

2.1.1 Above_ground_sit incj

War protection of abeve ground plants consists nainly

of reinforcements of seme buildings and protection

against falling material for some vital installments.

These measures give primarily protection against

sabotage and attacks v/ith relatively light weapons.

An assailant aiming to demolish a nuclear power plant

must be considered having the resources of choosing

such weapons against which an above ground plant can

not be protected.

Siting in rock, and also under some conditions siting

in a pit, give a substantial 2. y improved protection

level, compared to an above ground sited plant.

2.1.2 Pock sitiria

Rock siting with such thickness on the cover dependant

on rock technical reasons imply protection against ail

conventional weapons, when however t no access ope-

nings require snecial consideration.
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Siting in rock requires cavities with some 40 meters

spans. Such spans have not yet been used anywhere in

the world. Maximum so far is 35 meters outside Sweden,

25 meters in Sweden.

Different proposals for technical solutions have

been studied, and no crucial technical difficulties

seem to exist in construction the required cavities

in good rock.

The thickness of the rock cover is determined by the

risk partly for cut-through and ejection, partly for

rock mechanical deraands. Ejection means that rock

masses eject in the walls or roof of the cavities as

a result of a detonation in the ground surface, however

not so that the rock entirely break-through. In this

case the latter demands will be dimensioning, which

means at least 50 meters rock cover.

With that requirement for rock cover it may be diffi-

cult to find suitable sites, especially along the

Swedish east coast. One may therefore have to consi-

der either siting tne plant below tho cooimg water

recipient level, or using the pit siting alternative.

If vital parts of the plant are below the recipient

level one must be absolutely certain not to lisk

flooding these parts. Differe-it solutions are fea-

sible, but for study-technical reasons a design with

an intermediate basin has been chosen. (Encl. 2). This

design has given a higher accuracy in the cost calcu-

lation than other alternatives and should not be much

more expensive than other alternatives.

The required blasted out rock volume for one unit is

cone one million m , This can be compared to the

thermal pov/er station in Stenungsund, v/hich has

approximately the soine volume for four units.
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2.1.3 Pit_siting

Siting in a pit in rock with a concrete roof re-

quires less difference between the natural recipient

./• and ground surface levels than in rock sitings (End,

It is possible to construct the rcof sufficiently

thick to protect from largest existing conventional

bombs. This case as well as one with considerably

less protection has been studied.

1)

The pit siting has been studied in some different

alternatives to see if there is any difference in

./. cost (encl 3). A layout has been chosen which as

closely as possible is connected with the above

ground siting and with the whole plant located in a

large pit with common roof (alt S). Another layout

has been studied: a combination with some parts in a

pit and some in a rock cavity close by (alt K). The

latter layout has a relatively small pit, whose roof

can be designed as a slab or as an arched vault (alt Kp

and Kb). The rock cavities are relatively small, and

do not require, as a result of the small spans, as

thick cover as the reactor and turbine cavities of the

rock siting alternative.

2.2 Layout

An important question when discussing rock or pit

siting is the choice of layout. For the purpose of

this study it is motivated to make smallest possible

alteration compared to knov/n and thoroughly discussed

above ground layouts. The Forsmark plant has been

chosen as reference and only those alterations re-

quired for moving underground have been made. The

chosen solutions should so far only serve as examples

./. for layout. (They are presented in encl. 4-6.)

2.3

A main alternative has been studies, as closely as

possible connected to the Forsmark plant, having two



450 MW turbines connected to one 900 MW reactor.

Since nuclear power units with only one turbine per

reactor in the future may come in question also this

alternative has been studied. Here are the highest

requirements for large spans - up to 45 meters.

2.4 Electrical connection

The distribution of power to the consumers must be

safe to give any meaning to war protected nuclear

power plants.

All electrical equipment should as far as possible be

located within the plant and be protected as all other
•metal-clad

installments. A design with a 400 kV switchyard sited

in rock has been studied. Cables are tunneled to

ground level and connected directly to outgoing

power lines.

The future Swedish power grid will probably have an

800 kV system in addition to the present 400 kV system.

The study has chosen to make the connection to the

400 kV grid to give better probability for distribu-

ting the power on a widely branched grid with many

junctions and power lines.

2.5 Safety aspects

Any increased difficulties in conforming v/ith existing

norms for radiation protection and activity outlets

at normal operations do not exist for underground

sited plants compared to above ground sited ones.

The safety demands in connection with accidents should

be fulfilled in the same conditions as at siting

above ground. Underground siting seems to have some

potential advantages frcm a safety standpoint. This

question will be investigated in a special CDL-study.



2.6 Operation and maintenance

At an underground plant some personnel is needed

for regular control and maintenance of the rock

surface.

At a rocksited plant, or to some extent pitsite

alternative K, transports and walking distances

will be somewhat longer than at an above ground

plant.

2.7 Time schedule

The contruction time will be about one year longer

for both rock sited and pit sited plants than for

above ground plants.

2.8 Demands on sites

For underground sites some extra demands are added

to those put on the above ground plant.

Availability of good rock with favorable ground

water conditions is of greatest importance. Extra

CusLb CcUi LJKZ vciy hii-jl'i i l ä S i t e With bed TCCk

should be chosen. Very careful prior investigations

are therefore necessary.

Location should preferably be chosen on places where

sufficient cover is available without going belov the

recipient level. It is possible to get good protec-

tion against flooding by the use of an intermediate

basin, but this means employing extra installments

that v;ill reduce the availability of the plant.

COSTS FOR THE WAR PROTECTION

The costs for the v/ar protection have been computed

as additional costs compared to an above ground plant

including protection against light weapons and splin-

ter. Tho first unit i Forsmark has boeu used as refe-

rence and the price level is mid 1973.



3.1 Siting above ground

A comparison to Forsmark is somewhat misguiding.

Forsmark has an ideal ground level compared to the

recipient level. At another site for an above ground

plant one has to count on a ground level perhaps some

15 meters higher. This would yive an additional cost

comoared to Forsmark of 20 million Sw.cr.

The study presumes that abo^e ground plants are pro-

vided with protection against damage from light wea-

pons and splinter, tome important equipment are given

protection against falling material. Also the fuel

basin and openings in the reacco" hall are covered.

3.2 Siting in rock

The costs for a rock sited plant ha... been computed

by a comparisor item by item with Forsmark. The

Forsmark plant is thought being moved into cavities

block by block. As extra items the costs for the

cavities themselves and the longer connections bet-

ween the blocks appear. Also the engineering work

for adjustments within the blocks are added, as well

as extra costs for the equipment as a result of the

alterations.

Heductions are made for facade covering, splinter

protection, simplified roof constructions etc. The

computations have resulted in the following approxi-

mate figures for the Forsmark type plant with two or

one turbines per reactor.

mi 11 ion Sw. crowns (MSv/C

2 turbines 1 turbine

Cavities, innerbuildings 50

Electrical and thermal equipment 80

Other and sundries 20

Interest during constr. period j 65

Sum 215

Operation and maintenance 5

Total 220

55

65

20

65

205

5

210
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Compared to future above ground plants these figures

have to be reduced by 20 MSwCr as stated in paragraph

3.1.

The computed additional cost - some 200 MSwCr - is some

12% of the cose of an above ground plant. The calcu-

lation is considered having an error within 160 - 230

MSwCr (-20 - +15%).

The item interest during construction period is rela-

tively large, depending on the long construction period.

As a comparison the total interest for an above ground

plant is some 350 MSwCr.

3.3 Pit siting

The pit siting alternative has about the same basis

as the rock siting alternative. The corresponding

figures are as follows for two turbines per reactor.

Rock excavation, protecting
cover

Inner buildings

Electrical and thermal
equipment

Other and sundaries

Alt. S

130

- 8

10

24

Interest during construction
period 50

Sum

Operation and maintenance

Total

206

- 1

205

Alt. Kp

100

- 7

25

20

55

193

+ 2

195

Alt.

85

-11

25

19

_7_5

193

+_2

195

Kb

The additional cost is thus after the 20 MSv/Cr deduc-

tion, considering the above conditions of level, some

180 MSv/Cr or 11% of the total cost of the above ground

plant. A design with considerably lower protection

level gives only an insignificant reduction of the

cost.
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3.4 Recipient levels

The above stated additional costs are valid under the

condition that the underground plants can be situa-

ted so that no precautions have to be taken to prevent

the installations from being flooded as a result from

faults in the cooling water circuits or - in the in-

flows. If suitable rock massifs can not be found

that allow the for rock siting required 50 meters

cover, costs for an intermediate basin and pumps for

cooling water as well as increasing operations costs

(capitalized) are added by

at 25 meters difference in level 30 MSv/Cr

at 50 meters difference in level 40 MSvCr

3.5 Multiple plants

In the calculations above the comparison has been

made between the first units above or under ground

at a given site. For the second units the conditions

are quite different. This has not been studied closer,

since the coordination of the rock work for the first

and second units is highly dependant on local factors

as the possibilities for using the same transportation

tuniiels.

3.6 Local factors

Except for the above stated increased costs various

local factors must be considered, such as altered

coots for

- cooling water supply and canals

- harbour facilities

- roads

- power lines

- terrain works

These coots must be treated for each individual plant

and have therefore not been studied here. Costs and

returns from blasted cut massed must also bo considered,

In the study underground alternatives have been cre-

dited 1 MSwCr for not proceeds from the blasted M S S O C .
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SUMMARY

In connection with studies concerning the need of

war protected nuclear power production the technical

and aconomical conditions with war protection of

nuclear power plants have been studied within CDL.

Comprehensively one have shown

that no technical construction obstacles for siting

a nuclear power plant underground exist

that the additional costs for underground siting

with price level mid 1973 are som 175-250 MSwCr

(In today's price level 250 MSwCr will probably

correspond to some 300 MSwCr per unit) and

that the construction time is some one year longer

than for an above ground plant.

A study ought to examine more closely the consequences

of underground siting from a radiological pcint of

view and what demands on that occasion ought to be

put on the technical design.
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